Low flow forecasting to aid regulation of the river Wye by Reed, D.W. & Warne, D.W.
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1. INTRODUCTION
2. DATA
2.1 Flows
1
Under a recent agreement with Severn-Trent WA (Ref.1), water will be
released from Caban Coch reservoir (in the Elan Valley ) to regulate low
flows in the river Wye. The scheme supports increased abstractions from
the river, notably Welsh Water's new abstraction at Monmouth.
For much of the time , water will be released from Caban Coch at a rate
of 0 .79 cumecs - the minimum release rate. However, in dry weather
recession periods the release rate will be adjusted on  a  daily basis in
order to maintain where possible  a  residual flow at Redbrook (see Fig.1) of
14.00 cume cs. Appendix 3 of Ref.1 specifies a maximum release rate of 2.68
cumecs, limited to 2.37 cumecs if the Elan Valley resource system is under
stress.
Releases from Caban Coch take about 3 days to arrive at Redbrook . It
is therefore necessary to forecast flows in the Wye system up to 3 days
ahead so that resource wastage (through "over-releasing") or resource
shortfall (through "under-releasing") can be minimized.
The brief for this project was to provide guidance in forecasting the
recovery of Redbrook flows from observed flow "up-turns" at gauging
stations in the middle and upper reaches of the Wye and its tributaries.
Howeve r, the work carried out is relevant also to the more general problem
of forecasting the release requirement, for which a method is given in
Section 8 of the report.
Daily mean flow data are available for about 25 gauging stations in
the Wye basin as part of the UK Surface Water Archive maintained at the
Institute'.
The period 1970- 1984 was initially chosen for study: this period
includes the severe drough t years of 1976 and 1984. Unfortunately ,
2.2 Releases
mode ls developed on historical daily mean flow data might be translated for
operational forecasting using instantaneous (rather than daily) data.
Past releases from Caban Coch have mainly taken the form of
compensation water. Prior to September 1975 the basic rate was 1.58
cumecs, thereafter 1.42 cumecs. From time to time , freshets have heen
released for fisheries or canoeing interes ts. These have typically been
pulse releases of + 3.03 cumecs lasting for 48 hours. Some specific
experimental releases have also been made to monitor the propagation of low
flow releases down the Wye. (See Ref.2).
effluent return to the Wye. (The abstraction and discharge points are
downstream of the Be lmont gauging station). However, the abstraction at
Lydbrook is exported from the Wye basin. Monthly abstraction data for
Lyd b r o ok show a progressive increase in utilization from 1973 (0.0 cumecs)
to 1977 (mean of 0 .2 cumecs). Thereafter, the abstraction has been fairly
steady in the range 0.3 to 0 .4 cumecs (mean of 0.36 cumecs).
* Problems with the more recent data include the downgrading of some
stations (eg . Lugwardine and Tafolog) and uncertain rating curves
due to weed-growth (eg. Redbrook ).
•
•
r
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ID 2.4 Flow naturalization
ID In order to assess the natural behaviour of the Wye, the flows at
Erwood, Belmont and Redbrook gauging stations were naturalized as follows.
First, that part of the Wye catchment draining to the Elan valley
reservoirs (184 km2 ) has been excluded by subtracting all releases and
ID overspill at Caban Coch from the gauged flows at Erwood, Belmont and
• Redbrook . (A total naturalization - attemp ting to estimate the river flows
that would have occurred if the reservoirs hadn 't been built - is
practicable on ly for monthly or weekly data and would be of interest more
40 for planning studies than for operational studies of existing arrange-
41- .ments.) The naturalization was carried out assuming a 1-day travel time to
ID Erwood , two days to Belmont and three days to Redbrook . (See Section 4.)
The Redbrook flows were further naturalized by the addition of the
•
Lyd brook abstraction.
ID
3. LOW FLOW BEHAVI OUR
ID
41 Before developing forecasting methods it is helpful to appraise the
low flow behaviour of the W ye and its tribu taries. Since a storm occurring40
over only a single subcatchment could result in a flow recovery at
• Redbrook , flows throughout the  Wye  basin are of interest. Hence daily mean
•
flow data were examined for 15 gauging stations. (See Table 1 and
Figure 1). Stations assessed to be more than 3 days low flow trave l timeID
from Redbrook (eg. Wye at Pant Mawr) or of little consequence (eg. Yazor at
41 Three Elms ) were not analysed.
•
Standard programs were used to plot and tabulate the daily mean41
flow data. Most of the data appeared to be reliable but some anomalies
ID were noted and attributed to abrupt changes in rating curves, faulty
ID instrumentation, or a very occasional rogue value. However, few of these
anomalies affected the period 1970- 1979 and this was the ma in reason for
choosing to standardize the analyses to this period of record.
•Footnotes: * excludes Elan valley reservoired catchment, see Section 2.4. 40
e estimated •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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41
• 3.1 Aver e clan flow
ID
ID Nine of the stations have complete records for the period. For the
rema ining six stations, the gauged average daily flow (ADF) was adjusted to
• the standard period (1970- 1979) by reference to neighbouring gauges with
41 complete records. The ADF 's are given in column 4 of Table 1, which
40 summarizes the low flow characteristics of the various subcatchments.
Co lumn 5 shows the equivalent average annual runoff (AARO) in millimetres.
40
• 3.2 Flow duration anal  sis
•
A standard program was used to calculate (and plot) flow duration
ID curves. The 90 percentile flaw (Q90) - the da ily mean flow exceeded 90% of •
ID the time - was chosen as a reference low flow in this study . Generally the
Q90 va lues shown in column 7 of Table 1 have been taken directly from the40
flow duration analysis.. Howeve r, for the six stations with incomplete
• records , the ratio Q90/ADF (column 6) was applied to the adjusted ADF (see
• Section 3.1) to arrive at an estimate of Q90 for the standard period
1970-1979.
ID 3.3 Master recession curve
ID
Figure 2 shows the Redbrook naturalized daily mean flows for 198 1.
(Th e period July to September 198 1 was chosen to provide an independent
• test of the forecasting methods derived , to which Section 8 .3 refers.) The
•
logarithmic scale used in Fig.2 accentuates low flow periods and highlights
"dry weather" recessions.
A manual technique (Ref.3) was used to assemble a master recession
ID curve for each of the more important stations. The curves for Erwood,
41
Redbrook and Byton are shown in Fig.3. Although fidd ly and highly
subjective to derive, these master recession curves characterize low flow
behaviour in a manner especially helpful to forecasting the earliest time
•
at which a critical low flow may be reached.
A straight line plot on Fig.2 or Fig.3 would correspond to the linear
40 exponential recession:
Qt (20 -a t (1)
•
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41 whe re Q is flow , Q0  initial flow and t is time. The recession parameter
•
a has the dimensions of [time-I]; the gradient of the AnQ v. t plot is
-a .
To aid interpretation it is convenient to speak of the recession
ID
half-life, h, which is the time taken for Q to decay to half its initial
value. Substituting:
ID a An2 -(2)
ID ,i,t/h
yields: Q t = Q0( - ( 3)
2
II
I I
•
In practice, master recessions often plot as a curve on InQ v. t, the
ID recession decaying ever more slow ly. Recessions for Titley Mill, Byton and
Lugwardine were the most curved; those for Cilmery , Disserth, Belmont and
ID Redbrook were almost straight.
which is entirely equ ivalent to Eqn.l. For a linear exponential recession,
specification of h(or a ) completely determines the recession behaviour.
ID Various non-linear recession formulations are possible, eg .
ID (4)- Q t  n  Q0 e-atb or Qt = Qo e-(at+blt) -(5)
40
However, whereas interpretation of h in Equation 3 is relatively
straightforward, it is all too easy to become confused with the parameter
ID interactions in non-linear models.
ID
Instead a compromise approach was adopted in this study . The
recession behaviour has been characterized by the gradient of the master
ID recession curve at the reference low flow , Q90 .  (See  Fig.3.) The
ID corresponding recession half-life, h90 , is given in column 8 of Table 1.
It is seen that Ddol Farm has the fastest dry weather recession (h90  c  11
ID days) and Byton the slowest (h90  c 46 days).
II .
ID
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Fig 3. Master recession curves for Erwood, Redbrook and Byton.
Attached numbers denote recession half-life.
41
9
' 3.4 Baseflow index (BPI)
ID
Partly to overcome the labour and subjectivity of recession curve
111 analy sis, the UK Low Flow Study (Ref. 4) developed the baseflow index,
BFI. Calculated from daily mean flow data by a simple algorithm , the index
ranges between 0 and I. Higher values (eg. 0.7) are derived for stations
ID where groundwater-fed baseflow represents a large part of the annual
411 runoff; lower values (eg. 0.3) are derived on less permeable catchments
where baseflow constitutes a much smaller proportion of annual runoff.
ID
The BFI values derived for the Wye stations are given in column 9 of
11 Table I. The values confirm the distinct behaviou r of different parts of
the Wye basin.
41 Table 2 . Catchment  subdivision b eol and low flow characteristics
411 Region Solid geo logy BFI h90
ID (days)
410
• Lugg Relative ly permeable 0.62 to 0.69 36 to 46
sandstones (especially ma rlS )
•
• Other middle Less permeable sandstones 0 .54 to 0.60 24 to 32
and lower Wye
tributaries
Upper Wye Relatively impermeable Ordovician 0 .38 to 0 .43 11 to 14
(to Brwood) and Silurian sediments
411
41 3.5  Discussion 
41 • Low flaw behaviour is generally controlled by geo logical factors .
From an outline map of the Wye basin geology (map 2 of Ref.5) it is
possible to distinguish three regions of differing solid geology. (See
1/ 'Table 2.) The basin is generally drift-free but there are notable glacial
sands and gravels in the Lugg valley south of Leominster and the Wye Valley
west of Hereford. Re-arranging the BFI and h90 values from Table 1 into
these three regions it is seen that the observed law flow behaviour is
consistent with this subdivision. There is therefore some support for
estimating BFI or h90 for ungauged areas on the basis of geology .
10
The close relationship between these low flow indices is revealed hy a
plot of h90 against BFI. This is shown in Fig.4 together with the
empirical relation:
h90 = 54 BFI2 (1 + BFI) -(6)
fitted to the data. This equation has  been used  to es timate h90 for three
catchments for which a master recession analysis was not attemp ted (name ly:
Th ree Cocks, Bishops Frome and Yarkhill); deriving master recession curves
is time-consuming!
While there is consistency in much of Table 1, there are one or two
de rived values that warrant further comment. The law value of 090/ADF for
Disserth indicates that groundwater is particularly limited on the Ithon.
Th is feature was noted  in the Wye  R.A . Section 14 Survey (Ref.5) and the
suggestion made that this might be true also for much of the ungauged area
to Erwood (notably the Edw ).
The relative ly high va lue of 090/ADF for Redbrook indicates that low
flows are particularly well maintained on the lower Wye. This probably
arises out of the sheer diverseness of the catchments upstream : low flaws
on the upper Wye not always coinciding with low flows on the Lugg.
The 090/ADF values for Tafolog and Grosmont appear to be
inconsistent. It is difficult to exp lain why low flows at Tafolog should
be much better sustained than at Grosmont. One notion is that low flows in
the Honddu may benefit from groundwater contribu tions from the sandstone -
which slopes from the Wye just downstream of Erwood towa rds the Honddu  and
adjacent tributaries. (Comparison of ADF 's and flow duration curves for
Erwood, Three Cocks and Belmont suggests that the Wye may be effluent to
g roundwater in the Erwood/Belmont reach for norma l and high flows , but
influent at low flows. Perhaps the same aquifer feeds the Honddu at low
flows too.) A no less likely explanation is that low flow measurement at
Tafolog or Grosmont may simply be inaccurate. The poor correspondence
between Tafolog and Grosmont low  flows is  discussed further in Section 6.6.
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4. TRAVEL TIMES
12
A prerequisite to constructing a method for forecasting flow recovery
at Redbrook is an appreciation of travel times in the Wye system.
Flood wave travel times between Erwood and Redbrook were examined in
the Flood Studies Report (Ref.6) and the range of values to be expected is
reported in the W ye Area flood warning procedures (Ref.7). Travel times of
flow "rises" in low flow conditions are, of course, rather longer.
Some specific information was available from a study of experimental
regulation releases in June and July 1975 (Ref.2). This was augmented in
the present study by extracting river level data for three freshet releases
(see Section 2.2) which took place in low flow conditions. Travel times of
flow "rises" deduced from these data are summarized in Table 3.
TABLE 3 . Observed  travel times  of recoveries from low flow
Start
date
Re lease Release Rise travel times Redbrook flow
magnitude duration CC EW EW BM BM RB prior to release
(cumecs) (hr) (hr) (hr) (h r) (cumecs)
2 1 Jul 70 + 1.617 8 1.5 15 27 28 11.2
31 May 75 + 3.033 48 12i 26 264 18 .8
8 Jul 75 + 2.766 48 15 30 33 12.4
3 Jun 78 + 3.033 48 13 24 25 25 .0
7 Jun 80 + 3.033 48 15 26 33 16.0
Typical rise travel times: 15 27 30
Key: CC-Caban Coch, EW-Erwood, BM-Belmont, RB-Redbrook
13
Similar travel times can be expected for natural flow rises passing
these gauging stations*. Based on the Table 3 data , Table 4(a) gives
estimated cumulative travel times to Redbrook for flow rises in low flow
conditions. Travel times on the Lugg, Frome and Monnow have not been
examined in detail but broad estimates are given in Table 4(b).
FOOTNOTE 
* If anything, travel times may be slightly shorter because the runoff
conditions responsible for the rise at the upstream station may also
affect the ungauged area inflow  between  the upstream and downstream
stations.
1 4
5. PROBLEMS IN FORECASTING FLOW RECOVERY AT REDBROOK
The brief of the study was to produce a method for forecasting natural
flow recovery at Redbrook up to 3 days ahead - from telemetered river leve l
rises elsewhere in the system - so that releases from Cahan Coch can he
curtailed. This section discusses some of the basic di fficulties in
achieving this.
5.1 The Troth anti  Mennow
From examination of the travel times presented in Table 4 , and the
layou t of the Wye catchment (Fig.1), it is apparent that flow rises on the
T rothy and Monnow may cause the Redbrook flow to recover relatively
rapidly .
The travel time from Mitchel Troy (on the Trothy) to Redbrook is no
more than about 2 hours. The catchment to Mitchel Troy has been ana lysed
in follow-up work to the Flood Studies Report and a recent IH report
(Ref.8) tabulates results from a rainfall/runoff analysis of 8 events.
Although these are all winter events, it is apparent that the natural
response characteristics of the catchment are such that appreciable flow
rises at Mitchel Troy (say, 1 cumec) can occur within about 4 hours of
effective rainfall commencing. Only about lmm of effective rainfall is
needed. Developing a rainfall/runoff mode l to forecast Mitchel Troy flows
from telemetered rainfall data might achieve warning lead times of 4+2=6
hours for consequent flow rises at Redhrook.
In the case of the Monnow , the travel time from Grosmont to Redbrook
is no more than 9 hours. With appropriate telemetered rainfall data and a
rainfall/runoff model, a total warning lead time of 6+9 = 15 hours might be
realised for consequent flow rises at Redbrook. (The modelling task is
demanding; an appreciable flaw rise at Redbrook will be produced by as
little as 0 .5mm of effetive rainfall on the Monnow !)
These lead times are pitifully short in comparison with a release
travel time of 3 days from Caban Coch to Redbrook . It must be acknow ledged
that if a period of dry weather recession (requiring regulation releases )
is broken by heavy rainfall on the Trothy and Monnow catchments (whether
this be local or widespread over the Wye basin) it is likely that at least
2 days' regulation releases will be "wasted".
• 15
•
•
41 In some instances there may be a sufficiently large soil moisture
deficit (SKID) that no appreciable flow rise occurs. Monitoring SMO on a
daily or weekly basis will provide some guidance but, when runoff from the
Trothy or Monnow does occur, the very short lead time for flow recovery at
•
Redbrook again applies.
Operational arrangements at present (Ref.1) are such that the release
rate at Caban Coch is adjusted no more than once daily - generally at 14.00
•
hrs following a decision at about 12.00 hrs. If heavy rainfall affecting
ID the Trothy and Monnow catchments were to commence between 12.00 and
24 .00 hrs (a 50% chance), it is probable that the Redbrook flow will have
411 risen appreciably before the next release adjustment is mide. This would,
ID of course, make forecasting the time of Redbrook flow recovery a nonsense.
ID
While the Trothy and Monnow present a problem that is all too obvious ,
41 the other tributaries are less troub lesome. The largest - the Lugg - is
41 particularly slowly responding. The remaining tributaries in the lower and
40
middle  Wye are  each fairly small and none is though t to be as quickly
responding as the Trothy or Monnow .
•
•
5.2 Short-lived flow recoveries
In the event of a flow rise occurring as a result of one or more
localised intense s torms it is desirable that the forecasting method should
recognize that the resultant flow recovery at Redbrook may be short-lived.
The method presented in Section 8 seeks to achieve this.
ID
• 6. FORECASTING MODELS DERIVED FROM DAILY MEAN FLOW ANALYSIS
411
6.1 Selection of data 
411
411 Low flow "events" were selected from the period 1970-79 on the basis
•
of the naturalized da ily mean flow at Redbrook. The twin criteria were
40
that the event should span successive days on which the flow was less than
17.4 cumecs (1500 MR /day ) and that, for at least one day within the period,
• the flow should fall below 14 .0 cumecs (1210 MR/day). The day on which the
41 Redbrook natural flow finally rose above 17.4 cumecs was also included in
each event. [The 17 .4 cumecs is an arbitrary threshold; in  a  dry weather
recession the Redbrook natural flow takes about 7 days to fall from 17.4
cumecs to 14 .0 cumecs Regulation support is generally required for
16
natural flaws below about 15.3 cumecs (1323 MI /day), if the full licenced
abstractions are to be taken.]
On this basis a total of 30 discrete events were identified, ranging
from several 5-day events to a I23-day event commencing 26 May 1976. For
the 675 days mak ing up these events, daily mean flows were extracted from
the Surface Water Archive for the stations listed in Table 4. In doing
this, an appropriate I, 2 or 3-day lag was allowed. Thus data for Belmont
were taken one day ea rlier (than Redbrook) and labelled 8M1. Similarly ,
data for Butts Bridge were taken two days earlier (than Redbrook) and
labelled 13112 . For stations such as Cilme ry , data were extracted at two lag
times (0 12 and 0 13) because the low flow travel time was assessed to be
abou t 24 days (see Table 4).
Data for Kentchurch were used Ln lieu of Grosmo nt for dates prior to I
May 1972. Five other stations considered in the analysis (Cilmery ,
Disserth, Th ree Cocks, Yarkhill and Ta folog) have incomplete records for
1970-79 and these missing values affected half of the 30 low flow events
analysed. This meant that some of the 675 days had to be excluded at
certain stages of the regression analysis. However, using the
sophisticated we igh ting facilities available in GLIM (Re f.9) it was
possible to make a minimum of exclusions while retaining even-handedness.
A step-by-step approach was adopted in the development of a flow
forecasting me thod. First, a model was derived to forecast Redhrook 1 day
ahead from tributary stations. Then mode ls were sought for forecasting
these tributary stations from stations further upstream .
6.2 1-da ahead forecast for Redbrook
Various model structures were considered. The best 3-variable
additive model was:
RBO = 1.893 + 1.082 BM1 + 1.056LG 1 + 8.133 TFI
[r2 = 85.6% , rmse - 2 .00 cumecs] -(7)
Here r2 denotes the percentage of variation in RHO explained by the
regression, and rmse  is  the root mean square error. Additional variables
were not significant.
• 17
41
The constant term in the regression is conceptually unappealing.
41 Suppressing the constant yielded:
RBO - 1.114  BM1  + 1.688 LGI + 8 .494 TF1 [rmse - 2.10 cumecs] -(8 )
However, the residuals from these equations were unevenly distributed, higher
flows tending to have larger forecast errors. A multiplicative model was
therefore fitted by applying logarithmic trans.forms to the variables. This
• yielded:
0.475 0.305 0.120411
RBO = 4 .918  BMI  GHI LG1 [I/2 = 88 .1%, fse = 1.17] -(9)
•
• Here R
2 denotes the percentage of variation in kn(RBO) explained by the
regression and fse is the factorial standard error in estima ting RBO .41
411 Th e relative me rits of Eqns. 8 and 9 are difficult to assess either
statistically or conceptually. An additive model is perhaps more obvious;
the coefficients in Eqn.8 can be interpreted as weigh ts for representing the
ungauged area to Redbrook. It is natural to think of the flows at Belmont,
• Lugwardine and Tafolog - together with a representation of the ungauged flaw-
111 summing to the Redbrook flow (after appropriate time lags). However, where a
low flow recovery occurs on one tributary in isolation, one might expect its
effect at Redbrook to be attenuated somewhat. The form of Eqn. 8 cannot
ID represent such interactions. In contrast, the multiplicative form of Eqn.9
ID gives greater emphasis to low flow recoveries that affect Belmont, Lugwardine
and Grosmont in unison.
ID Forecasts made using either equation will be error-prone. For example,
40 at times when the Redbrook natural flow is close to 14.0 cumecs, Eqn.9 has a
11
standard error very similar to Eqn.8. On ly two out of three forecasts will be
within 2.1 cumecs of the correct value. This,performance is , in itself, quite
ID useless. However, the residual errors from Eqns. 8 and 9 exhibit considerable
ID serial correlation and there is therefore potential for improving forecasts by
some sort of real time correction procedure. (See Ref.10)
ID
•
•
•
•
•
6.4 f-da ahead forecast for Erwood
provides a 2-day ahead forecast .
18
6.3 1-da  ahead  forecast for  Belmont
Several models were developed for forecasting Belmont flows 1 day ahead.
A multiplicative mode l was again preferred:
.610
BM1 - 3.636 EW2° TAC2
0.276 [R2 = 82.2% , fse = 1.29]
A simpler equation, not requiring Three Cocks, is :
BM1 = 2.046 EW2
0 .763 [
R2 = 78.3% , fse 1.31]
The greater uncertainty in 1-day ahead forecasts for Belmont than for
Redbrook (compare fse 's for Equations 9 and 10) reflects the proportionally
larger ungauged area to Belmont than to Redbrook . (Whereas Be lmont,
Lugwardine and Grosmont gauge 82% of the area to Redbrook , only 65% of the
area to Be lmont is gauged by Erwood and Th ree Cock s).
It was not practicable to develop a 1-day ahead model for Erwood :
travel times from Cilme ry and Disserth are only about 6 and 8 hours. However,
by defining:
CM2 .5 = /CM/ . CM-.3 and DS2 .5 = 1D52. DS3
a mode l was derived for forecasting half a day ahead:
.4
EW2 = 4 .137 (CM2.5) 170 52.5)0.33 DF3)
0.237
[RI  = 91.1% , fse = 1.23]
6.5 2-da ahead forecast for L ardine
0.615
LG1 = 4 .238 (TM3. BN3) [12 - 78% , fse = 1.25]
-(10)
-(12)
Several models were developed for forecasting Lugwardine flows. The
preferred mode l:
-(13)
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
6.7 Com  site forecast for Redbrook
19
6 .6 -da ahead forecast  for Crosmont
The degree of correspondence between Tafo log and Grosmont low flows
was relatively low , as discussed in Section 3.5. The model:
GM1 = 1.112 (TF1.5)0'649 [122 = 45.1%, fse = 1.32]
provides a half-day ahead forecast. Neither the multiplier nor the
exponent inspires confidence. For example, substituting 090 for Tafolog
(0 .136 cumecs) yields 0 .305 cumecs for Grosmont - which is rarer than Q99 .
The model cannot therefore be recommended.
Combining the models from of Eqns. 9 , 11, 12 and 13, and estimating
GMI by a linear exponential recession (GM 1 = 0 .982 G 13), yields:
Re-fitting the model indicated that not all these variables are
significant. A strip-down regression analysis yielded :
7. IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEMS
-(14)
. . 0.074 0.074 0.305
RBO = 13 .57 DF30 086DS2.5
0.119
CM2 .5
0 151
TM3 BN3 GM3 -(15)
. .
RBO = 17.37 CM2 .5
0 .133
DF3
0 139
TM3
0 391
GM3
0 .270
-(16)
[12 = 73.0%, fse 1.261
However, adoption of Eqn. 15 or 16 to forecast Redbrook flows 2} days
ahead would preclude the possibility of using data from Erwood, Belmont and
Lugwardine to -correct" forecasts by reference to recent errors at these
intermediate stations.
There is a wide gap between what is desirable and what can be readily
achieved. The two basic difficulties are the lack of automatic data entry
and the drawbacks of a forecasting method based on daily mean flows.
2 0
The Wye basin is large and its flow behaviour comp lex. The gauging
network and telemetry system offer much relevant information but the
absence of automa tic data entry severely limits its use. How can 15-minute
telemetered river leve l data for many stations be processed into daily mean
flows in near rea l-time without automatic data entry to a programmable
computer?
The predilection for daily mean flows has strengths and weaknesses. A
daily analysis is in accord with present operational arrangements which
provide for only once daily variations in the Caban Coch release rate.
(See Section 5.1). Also, the licence conditions governing abstractions at
Lydbrook and Monmouth - notab ly , the residual flow at Redbrook - are
specified as daily means. There is the related asset that working with
24-hour integrated values provides a degree of smoothing and eliminates
diurnal variations (arising from water use).
Howeve r, the limitations of a daily analysis are severe. Forecasting
changes of flow two or three days ahead warrants a finer data interval; in
particular, the Section 6 analysis has represented low flow rise trave l
times very coarsely.
The regression models of Section 6 are coarse in concept as well as in
detail. For example, it is possible that bankside storage (alternate
influent/effluent behaviour in some river reaches) has an important effect
on the propagation of low flow rises. To deve lop a physically realistic
model for low flow forecasting is, of cou rse, no easy matter; but
regressions based on daily mean flow data fall a long way short of this
ideal.
One possibility considered was to convert the Section 6 equations for
use with instantaneous flow values. Unfortunately it is not at all obvious
how this should be done. Trials carried out using 3-hourly river level
data for a low flow recovery "event" in September 198 1 were not
encouraging. A particular defect noted was that the forecast flows at
Redbrook jumped about from one time step to the next.
Faced with the above difficulties it was decided to reject the Section
6 regression equations in favour of an alternative forecasting  method  based
Largely on recession extrapolation. The method rests on the low flow
analyses of Section 3, the travel-time estimates of Section 4 , and a novel
baseflow separation technique.
8.1 Basic Method 
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8 . A FORECASTING METHOD RASED ON RECESSION EXTRAPOLATION
The principle of the method is illustrated for forecasting E rwood
instantaneous flows 15 hours ahead. There a re two steps.
First, the cu rrent flow at Erwood is compared with earlier flaws at
Ddol Farm, Disserth and Cilmery to assess the contribution from the
ungauged area. (See row 4 of Table 1).
UGnow =  EWnow - (DFnow_12+ ()Snow-9+ GMnow-6)
Here EWnow denotes the cu rrent Erwood natura lized flow , UGnew is the
estimate of the ungauged contribu tion, DFnow_ 12 is the Ddo l Farm flow 12
hours earlier, etc. (Twe lve hours is the estima ted Ddol Farm to Erwood
travel time , taken from Table 4(a).)
Second, a forecast of Erwood naturalized flow is calculated from :
-(17)
15/24 3/24 6/24
EWnow+ 15 = UGnow • RFuG + DFnow . RFDF + DSnow . REps
 
+ CMnaw • EFCM
9/24
-(18)
He re the RF 's are daily recession factors taken from the master recession
ana lysis*. The basis of the forecast is the budget:
EWnow+15 UGnod+Is  + DEn0,4 4.3 + DSnow+6, + C •now+9 -(19)
The 15-hour ahead forecast for Erwood is subsequently used to
calculate a 42-hour ahead forecast for Belmont which in turn contributes to
a 72-hour ahead forecast for Redbrook .
* The identity RF = e
-a
2
-1/h90
allows calculation of the daily
recession factor from the recession half-life. (See Section 3.3.) For
the ungauged areas, h90 is estimated from BFI (Equation 6) which in
turn is estimated from the geologyu of the area. (See also Table 2.)
8.3 Ttials 
9 IM PLEMENTATION 
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8 .2 Treatment  of low  flow recoveries
The above method is appropriate when flows are in dry weather
recess ion. Howeve r, if a flow recovery has occurred at (say ) Cilme ry , the
baseflow component of the recovery is established by the hydrograph
separation outlined in Fig.5, for which a 3-hour data interval is
suggested. It is then the baseflow component that is used in the two-step
procedure described in Section 8.1.
The forecas ts produced by this technique should in general be rather
conservative: short-term runoff is disregarded (one pessimism) and the
flow is assumed to decay at the maste r dry weather recession rate (another
pessimism). It is suggested that this cautiousness is entirely appropriate
to the operational requirement to limit over-releasing withou t risking
shortfalls in the residual flow at Redbrook.
Preliminary trials with the technique were made for -snapshots- during
four law flow recovery events in summe r 1981. An examp le is given in
Appendix 2. It is considered that the method shows promise and merits
further trials, either in a follow-up study or th rough.cautious
implementation. It is undoubtedly a method capable of further refinement.
A listing of the FORTRAN program used to test the method is given in
Appendix I. The program is interactive and requests entry of a minimum of
river level data. The method is not invalidated by missing data but it is
recommended that stations are not gratuitously omi tted.
Although the forecasting method is relatively simp le, the ove rall
program is quite lengthy. Some translation and modification would be
necessary before the program could be run on the authority 's PET
microcomputer.
•
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Fig 5. Baseflow separation technique - example for short-lived flow
• recovery at Cilmery.
•
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10. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS •
(i) The study has assessed the low flow behaviour of the Wye through
various standard and semi-standard analyses.
•
•
(ii) Regression models based on daily mean flow data have been
developed for forecasting Redbrook flows up to 2 days ahead. However,
impleme ntation of the approach has practical difficulties and is not
recommended.
•
•
•
•
(iii) An alternative forecasting method based on recession
extrapolation has been developed . A feature of the method is the treatment
of low flow recoveries by a novel baseflow separation technique , to ensure
that forecasts a re not undu ly optimistic.
(iv) It is recommended that the forecasting method - for which
a FORTRAN program is appended - be given further trials, either in a
follow-up study or through cautious impleme ntat ion.
(v) If the recession approach proves workab le in practice - which
appears likely - the following refinements are suggested :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
a more objective master recesfl ion analysis, allowing nonlinear
recessions
a more detailed study of "low flow rise" travel times, using
•
•
3-hourly data
further study of the baseflow separation technique introduced
in Fig. 5.
•
•
(vi) Should the recession approach prove to be too cautious , a time
series study using 3-hourly flow data would be a further avenue to
explore.
•
•
•
(vii) The configuration of the Wye basin is such that the Trothy and
•
•
Monnow are likely to be a frequent source of initial low flow recoveries at
Redbrook. Because of the very short travel times from Mitchel Troy and •
Grosmont, rainfall-based forecasts of runoff from these catchments are
desirable.
•
•
•
•
•
• 2 5
•
•
•
(viii) In view of the significance of the Monnow, it is desirable
that the low flu.; behaviour at Tafolog and Grosmont be reconc iled bi aID
detailed scrutiny of river level data and rating curves.
ID
•
(ix) Finally , it is suggested that the forecasting method presented
in Section 8 can be used to forecast release requirements throughout a
ID
regulation period.
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APPENDIK 1: PROGRAM LISTING
• Listing of interactive program (FORTRAN ) for forecasting
•
•
40
1LIC
20
30
40
Redbrook naturalised flow 72 hours ahead .
" it  PKUUtLAJT TO TEST INPLU iENTAT ION uF KECESSIUN-8A SED FORECASTS
CotM ON /ONE/RECFAC,RfOC ,LAU ,SNAME
OUL.frION /TWU N PASL QW D ,QU IT ,IRLF
ODNOON/TUREE/CCREL ,ABSUOMII 50 D IMENSION CCREL(48),A6S0oH(46)
60 DIMENS ION upAST(16),O uW(16),0FUT(16),IREF(16)II 70 DIMENSION RECFAC(16),KFUG (16),LAC (16)
80 CHARACT ER SNAtE *8(1b)40 90C
100 CALL NENTER(CCRE L,A6SOON)II 110C
120 IREF(16)=UII 130C
140C *** NOTE NM ICA STATIONS AVA ILARLE ***II 150 WRITE(6 ,961)
160 961 FORNAT('Ut.h Ich STATIONS AVAI LADLE ? ' /II 170 6' ENT ER 0 fOR "No n' t  1 itiA "/ Ls " ' )
160 oc  20 Is=1,15II 190 15 CuNT1NUt.
200 DR ITE (6,962)SNANE (IS)II 210 902 FuRriAT (' ',A6,'  ?s )
II 2t 95 1 tttE= 9)51)IREF(IS)
240 WR ITE(6 ,960 )IREF(IS)41 250 960 FORaAT(lb)
260 IF (IREF(1s).L.T.O.oR.IREF(IS).uT.1) G0To 15II 270 20 CONT INUE
260CII 290L icit* ENTER RELEVANT RIVER LEVEL DATA  A* *
300 00 30 IS- 1,15
• 310 30 IF(IREF(ls).E4.1) CALL ENTE R(IS)
320C
II 330L *** EXECUTE •W ELS To bUILD UP FORECA ST O F KEUDRW N FLOW ***
340 WAITL(6,963)
II
5
350
360
370
.963 FulatATy i STAT ION LIGNUW OW L: wFUT
Ct .  0 2
CALL MODEL:0 ,1,2,3,U)
0 ( [6 LEAD T IU :'//)
OUG',
3dU CALL taidEL(6,-4 ,5,0 ,0 )41 390 GALL MODLL(d,7,0 ,0 ,0 )
400 CALL MUUEL(10 ,-6,9,0 ,0)II 4 10 CALL 3oUL L(12,11,0 ,(J,0 )
420 CALL MOUEL(14 ,13 ,0 ,0 ,0 )II 430 CALL 1)UEL( S,-6,-10,-12,-14)
440 wR ITE(6,964 )0 014(15),DFUT(I))II 450 964 FORMATC URLDbkouL AATDRAL U ED FLoW - CEKRENT ',F0 .3/
460 a' - 7z-huim M iLkO FURECA ST ',Fb .4//)40 470C
460 STOPI I 490 END
) 0 0 L
510 Sb6RouT INE NENTER
69UL
700
710C
720
730
74u
750
760
770
760
790
800C
810
8200
8300
640
650
860
6 70
660
690
900
9 10
9200
9300
940
950
960
970
LI*LAG (IS)+ 1
28
520C *** E:.TER RI:LEA SE  AND  ilASTKA LT IUN  DA'fA YON F LOW  NA TDRALIZAT ICN ***
530 CO lO N /TnREE/CCRE L,ADSCW :
540 J IMENS ION CLREL(4 8),A HSCUM(4 o)
5500
560 wR ITE(6 ,970)
570 970 FORMA T( 'IENTER CARAN OU CH 'RELEA SE A ND LYUbROOK /NO NDU UT H COMBINED  A
580 68STRA CT ION ')
590 READ(5,951)CL,Ab
600 951 FuRNAT O
610  wRI TE ( 6 , 96 0 ) CC, A6
620 960 FO RMAT (210 .3 )
630 Du 200 1=1,40
640 CCREL(1)nLC
16 0 A RSCUII(I)=A d
bbO 200 CONT INUE
670 RETURN
680 END
SU6RubT INE EN TER (IS)
*** DA TA ENT RY SUbRoUT INE ***
COHMO N /ONE/RECFA E ,Ri DG ,LAU ,SNAME
LuHM0N /TWu /QPA ST ,L4N0H ,4FLT ,INEF
CUDMON /THREE/CCRE L,AL5SCU M
DIMENs LuN CEREL(46 ),A HSCUH(4 b )
D IMEN SION  q PAST ( I p ) , DN0 W( 1b ) , CF UT ( 1 6 ) , I RET k l o )
D IIiENS IO N RE CFAC(10 ,K FUG (16 ),LAG (1b )
CHARA CTER SNA ME*b (lh)
D IMENS ION H (48 ),g(46)
*** PROMPT ENTRY UF RIVER LEVEL DAIA ***
WK ITL (6 ,971)SNA TE (IS)
971 FORNAT C OUATh  FOR ' , Ab ,' -  AN Y RE COVE RY
ENTER U 101.( "NU " I '  I  FUR "YES'" )
READ(5,951)IR
95 1 FORMAT()
WRITE(6,960 )Ia
9o0 FoRMAT(I6)
11 (1R.Lq .0 )  CUTo  231
*** PROiW T ENTR Y  OF  SEk6JE
WR ITE(6,973)
9 73 fURILAT (' LNTER  3-uuURLY
&VA LUE AN D'/' NU KK Ii;G bA CK
6 ' TERMINATE W ITH 0 .'7
0CE OF RIVL a LEVLL uATA * * *
1VER LEVE LS  (. MM) ,  START INu WITH CLRRENT
Tu 1-40 INT WdERE RECESSION BROKEU .',
•
29
•
ID ', No n =09 90 2 2 ')  CO:i1 1116E
41 woo NEAD(5,9)1)LEVEL10 10 prU TE(0 ,.`/011)LEVEL
41 1020 IF (LEVEL.Ek4. 0 ) GUT0  22710 50 N=N+1
41 10 4 0  u(4 =0 .00 1*LEVE/10 0 uoTO 225
41 1060  227  CUNTI NUE1076  LA.)  230 1=1,1(
41 1060 CALL  KAT I NG( i1, 6 1 , 16 )1090 IF (IS.E4 •4) (i(1)=0(1)-LCKEL(11-5)
1100 IF (Is.E0.6) q(1)=q(i)-CCKEL(1+14)41 1110 IF (IS.E14.15) u(1)-q(I)-CCKEL(I+24)+A bSU Ji-,(I+2 )
1120 230 Cu;NY INUL41 1130C
114UC *** SLPAKATL  6A6t,F Lu i;  ENUER FLOW  [(EGON/I :KY ***41 115u GALL SISEAJ(q,N ,IS )
1160 IF  ( N. LT . L I ) 6 0 1I)  23341 1170  GUT()  235
1180041 1190 231 CuNT INUE
1200C ***  Nu  KEGOVEKY ***41 1210 WA ITL(6,975)
1220 975 FU KtiAT C LNTLK CUKKENT  KI VEK  LLN EL  ( MW )41 1230 KL^0(5 ,951)LEVL L
1240 vacITE(6,96U A LVEL41 1250 n(1)=0 .001*LEVEL
126U CALL  dAT I NG( H, q , 1 , I S )
! 41 12 70 IF (IS.Eq.4) 0(1),N (1)-CGRE L(6)
1260 If (IS.Eq.o) k4(1)=0(1)-CCREL(15)
. 41 1290 IF (IS.L4.15) q(1)=0(1)-CCNEL(25)+A B5LW (3)
130041 13 10 233 CONT INUE
1320 IF (IS.Et4.15)  GUT()  23541 1330 WNITE (6,976)LAG (IS)*3.0
1340 976 foknAT ('  E :J EK  RIVEN LEVEL (/(M)',1-6.2,'  h OUR S AGO' )41
1350 RLAU(S,951)LEVEL
41 1300 WKITE(6,960)LEVCL
1370 u (LI)=0 .001*LEN EL
41 1380 CALL kAT ING(h,0,LI,IS)
1390 11 (IS.Eq.4) g(LI)=0(LI)-CCREL(L I-1-5)
41 1400 11 (1S.Eq.6) t(L1)-0(LI)-CCREL(L 1+ 15)
14 10 IF (1S.E4.15) q(L1)fliA LI)-CCKEL(L1+24 )tAbSCu m(L1+2 )
41 1420 235 CONT INUE
1430C
40 1440C *** REG ISTEN KLLEVANT FLOW S ***
1450 .J'A ST(IS)-(A LI)
41 1460 4 :0,;(15)=q(1)
14/0 KLTUKN
41 14a0 Li:o
149UL
41 1500 SLuKUUTINL KAT INu (ti,Q,1,1:;)
151U DINENSLO:. a(40 ,g(40
41 1520 JII[ENSIUN A(15),8( 15),G(1))0 10AX (15),AA (15),61(15),CC(15)
1530 DATA A /7.2639,43.2465,32.56612,7.162 52 ,0.0,26 .9059,16.21o9o,
41 1540 615.50091,15.77116 ,11.79166 ,0 .0 ,0.0 ,13.i9901,32.60 05,12.579)/
1550 DATA  Lil l  .4453,2. /91 ),2.4932ti ,  I .1 9497,U .!), I .u4U4b,1. 52633,
5 1560 ci j ,OS:239. 1 . 7 164 5, 1 .2 0 4 14 .U .O .O .j. 2.2444 7. 2.29o)b.2.06967/
I57U
1560
1590
1600
16 IU
30
J ATA
s0 .21,u .03,-0.14,0.0,u .0,-0 .02,-0.1,0.4436/
DATA ILLAA/0 .40 7,0 .u03,0.055,0.063,U.U ,/.000 ,0.770,
60 .542,2.000 ,1.339 ,0.C ,0 .0 ,0.371,0.621,0.4 56 /
uATA AA /27.0676,23.6636 ,30 .0 57,11.075fi ,U .0 ,U.u,17.60 4,
•
•
•
•
1620
1u 30
u14.5992,0 .0,4 .32316,0 .0,0 .0 ,61.044 30,27.6455, 0 .0 071/
DATA  6u/3.3390,1.5460,1.0 1306 ,3.1u ),D.i.,o .o,2.79967, •
1640
1650
u1.3215,0 .0 ,2.556 ,0 .d,0 .u,4.1766,1.33573,1.64.537/
DA TA ut:/u.0,0.0,-o .03,0 .10,U.o ,0.0,u.u, •
1600
1670c
s0 .u ,0 .0,0 .2134,0.0 ,o.0 ,0.0,-0.1656 ,0.4436 /
•
liJdu
I69U
Q(I)=0 .0
IF ka(1)+C(IS).LE.6.0) OuTO JUU •
1700
1710
q(1)=A (IS)*(0 (1)+ C(IS))**6(1S)
11 (N(1).LL.ii:1AX (1S)) GoTu 300 •
1720
1730
4(1 )=AA( 1S)*(is(I)+ CL( IS ) ) * * b 6 (  IS)
300 C01.T INUE •
1740
1750
KLTURN
ENu •
1760C
17 70 SObhOUT L IL ui.-SEP( 01,Is) •
1760C
1790
*** isA SEFLOw SEPAAAfl uil SUSRu0T 1i.E *=*
LUMNON/01E /RECFA C,Kf6U ,LAO ,SNA NE •
1600
1610
u11.1Ei:s10N RELFA L(16) , R1, 11C1(  16) , LAU ( I 6 )
CHARA CT ER Si:A nE*6 ()6) •
1620
1630
ULi ENS I UN  o(46)
DIMENSIUN 6F I(15) •
1640
1o50
1860
1670C
DATA 6F1/0 .36 ,0.39,0.42,0 .43,1).60 ,(1.46,0 .69,
60.6b,0.62,0.64,0.54,0.55,0.54,0.54,0.57/
DATA w/0 .5/
•
•
1660
1690
Du  400 II-2 ,J
•
1900
1910
LiF=0A 1+1)*REGFA 0(jS))**(1.0-w*Bui(LS))*4(1)**(w*DFI(lS))
IF (SF.LT .4(1)) q(1)=b F •
1920 4011 CUNT INUL
1930 eETUKN •
1940 END
195UL •
1960 SlibKOUT INE hu DEL(IS,I1,12,I3 ,14 )
19700 *** FORECAST FLOW AT STAT ION  ' I S ' F RU ;I kiPs fALAa uATA *** •
1960 UJFIW N /oNE /RECFA C,RFUG ,LAL ,SAA LL
1990 OJMED N/Tw0 /OPA ST,oNOU ,4FUT ,IRLE •
2000
2010
DINENSIOL uPA ST (16),()NOW (16),oF0T (1u),IKE E(16)
DIMENSION RECFA C(16),RFUG (16),LAU (16) •
2020 U tAKA CTER SNAML*8 (1b)
20 30 UL U:1.610N NTK(16),uFC:(16) •
2040
2050
DINENS1ON 1(4 ),J(4),q(4)
DATA HT4 69.0,66.u,o3.0,57.0 ,51.0 ,30.6,72.0, •
2060
20 700
651.0,72.0 ,27.0,48 .0,27.0,1).0,9.0 ,0.0,0.0 /
•
2050 1(1)=11
20 90 1(2 )=12 •
2 100 1(3)= 13
2 110 1(4)=14 •
2 1200
2 130 Du 460  1 1c 1 , I u •
2 140 460 UFC(11)..(72.0-6TR (11))/24.0
2 ) 50C •
2 1600 *** CALCULATE ODi,TR 1GOT I0L i'Koh Ui4QAUUL IJ AKEA A T T I NL  Nuw * * *
2 170 UGN0W-qNuw (IS ) •
•
•
41 31
41 [ I SO W 4 9 0 K= I , 4
40 2 I 9 0 CALL f I DDLY( 1 , J , K)2 [ Uu UGNOW=Uc No W- I REF ( 1 ( K) ) *OPAs T ( 1 ( 1.4 )
41 2 2 10 4 9 0 CONT I NUE
• 2 20 G
40 2 2 30 (2 * * * FORECAST FLOW AT LEAD T I ME Go NFAT I LLG * * *2 24 0 C * * * wI Tii 72 - h o DR FORECAST FOR 6 Eu p Ro o i- * * *
41 2 2 502 2 60
oUG=UGROo * RF UG( 1S ) * *DFC( I S )
oFUT ( 1S )- q Uc
41 2 2 7u po  4 9 5 R- 1 , 42 2 6 0
 
La K ) = J .( n ) * I.KL IA 1  Cn. .) r t.o .Ut i (  1 t r. ) P it: Lt.: I- A L( 1 k i: ) P ck in C( i ( K ) ) -I-( ) - j 0 0 ) *
41 2 2 902 30 0
No FUT ( I ( K) )
oi DT ( I S ) - qF UT ( I S )+ q ( K)
41 2 3 10 4 9 5 COTJ E WE2 3 2 0 L
40 2 3 3 0 C * * * TABULATE FORECAST AND I T S : in t: E - UF * * *2 34 0 WRI TE( 6 , 9 6 ) ) I S , SNAME ( I S ) , CGDW , 0 k0 U( 1S) , qF UT( 1 s ) , o6G, ( o ( R ) , K= 1 , 4 ) ,
41 2 3 50 (.2 4 . 0 * DFC( I S )2 3 6 0 9 8 1 FOR1A T ( 14 , TA, A6 , 2X, 2F8 . 3 , 2 X, F6 . 3 , 2 X, 5f 0 . 3 , 2A, 1 6 . 1 )
41 2 3 7 0 UREC=o i4M I S ) *RECFAC( I S ) * * DF C( I S )2 3 60 I F ( OREC. LL . QFUT ( I S ) ) GUT° 4 9 6
40 2 3 90 OFUT ( I S ) fl oREC2 4 0 0
 
WAI TE ( 6 , 9 82 ) Qi UT ( I S )
40 2 4 10 9 8 2 FORMAT( ' L I MI TED s Y MASTER RECESS I ON TU' , F 11. 3 )2 4 20 4 9 6 UJ NT I NUE
41 2 4 3 0 C2 4 4 0 RETURN
2 4 6 0 C40
2 4 5 0 END
2 4 70 SUBROUTI NE F I DDLY( I , J , K)41 2 4 60 G * * * A F I DDLY LI T u F ° J OE ! * * *
2 4 9 0 C * * * I F I CU SET J =U  Tu  USE ' u F C T' RATHER  * * *41 2 50 0 C * * * TuAN RECESSED ' 0 0 4 ' I N i.NJ uE L. * * ,.
2 5 10 0 * * * I  0 I S Lo DE TO I NVOKE DEFAULT To CACLUOL STAT I ON ***40 2 52 0 W h ENS I ON I ( 4 ) , J ( 4 )
2 5 30  J(K)-2140 2 5 4 0 I F ( I ( K) . GT . 0 ) UOTO 4 9 9
2 5 5 0  IF (I(K ).E .0)  GOTo 4 9 741 2 56 0 I ( K) - - I ( K)
2 5 70 J ( K) - 041 2 5 80 RETURN
41 2 5 90 4 9 7 CONT I NUE2 60 0 1 ° 0 ° 1 6
41 2 6 10 4 9 9 CO;J I NUE2 6 20 RETURN
41 2 6 30 END2 6 4 0 L
 
26 50 BLOCK DATA40 2 6 6 0 CAM A JN / ONE / RECFAC, RF UL , LAG, s 1.ANE
2 0 70 DI iiENS I ON RECFAC( 16 ) , RF0 G( 1 6 ) , L 1U( 16 )40 2 6 6 0 Cl IARA CTER SNANE*6 ( 16 )
2 6 9 U DATA RECFAC/ 0 . 93 9 , 0 . 9 50 , 0 . 9 4 6 , 0 . 9 5 0 , 0 . 9 78 , O. 9 39 , 0 . 98 5 ,5 2 70 0 6 0 . 9 6 1 , 0 . 9 3 1 , 0 . 9 82 , 0 . 9 72 , 0 . 9 73 , 0 . 9 72 , 0 . 9 7 9 , 0 . 9 6 6 , 0 . 0 /
2 7 10 DATA AFI G/ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 94 7 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 9 72 , 0 . 0 ,41 2 720 6,0 . 9 63 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 983 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 9 72 , 0 . 0 0 ). 9 72 , 0 . 9 72 , 0 . 0 /
2 730 UATA LAG/ 4 , 3 , 2 , 9 , 7 , 10 , 7 ,40 2 740 6 6 , 15 , 9 , 7 , 9 , 2 , 3 , 0 , U/
2 7 50 DATA SNAt i r u J OL FAR' , ' DI SSERTW , ' C I L U:RY ' ,
41  z7ou V E RWOO D ' , ° T itit t . t: U r , ' ti LL IOi: T ' , ' O n 'UN ' ,
2 7 70 a ' oUTTS Ba ' , ' T ITLLY m' , ' LuGwAh u i ' , ' Ii i s ilu e s ' ,
41 2 76 0 b ' YARK/ I 1LL ' , ' TAFULOO V GiW S HONT V I: E0 o ROWC , ' LJE FAUL1 ' /
2 790 LAE
41
APPEND IX 2 : SAMPLE RUN
Sam ple run of program for "now" of 12.00 on 20 Aug 198 1
ENTER CAHAN OUCH RELEA SE AN U LYUBRUUK/OUNW UTN OiNB LNED ABSTRACTION
1.771 0 .33 1
WH ICH STAT IONS AVA ILABLE ?
ENTER 0 FOR "NU "
1 FOR "YES"
UDOL FAR ?
D ISSERTM ?
CILMERY ?
1
ER1400 0 ?
1
THREE CU ?
0
BELNUNT ?
1
SYTON 9
BUTTS RR ?
1
T 1TLE Y N ?
1
LUGWAR UI ?
B ISHU PS ?
0
YARKR I LL ?
0
TAFO LOG ?
GROSNONT ?
1
REDeROUX ?
1
DATA FuR ODUL fAR - ANY RECOVERY ?
ENTER 0 FU R "NU "
I FUR "YE S"
3 2
ENTER 3-DOURLY R IVER LEVELS (03), STA RTING W ITH CURRENT VA LUE AND
Wu RK ING  6ACR TU  VU INT WHERE KECESSIUD PRUKE N. TERH INATE W ITH U.
650
750
330
470
450
440
DATA fuR Ols:3LRT“  - Ao i NELL/ v-ERY
LNTER 0 Fu R "b o "
I FUR " YES "
ENTER CLA XEN1 R IVER LEVEL (tF )
150
ENTER R IVER LEVEL (MM) 9.00 HuURS AGu
150
DATA FuR  CI LMERY  - ANY  RECu VERY ?
L;(TER 0  FOR "NO "
FUR "YLS"
LINTER 3-HOURLY R IVER  LEVLLs  (NH), START ING K ITH CURRENT  VALUE  Ai4U
WoKR ING SACK TO Pu INT viHERL REEESSI0K  s kORE N. TEkn I NATE 4 1Tu U.
150
220
200
UATA fuR ERW000 - ANY  RECOVERY ?
ENTER 0 FOR "No "
1 FOR "YLS"
1
ENTER 3-HOURLY R IVER LEVE LS (DM), START ING W ITH CURRENT VA LUE AN D
WO RKING BACK TO PO INT WHERE  RE CE SS I ON  SROKEN. TERMIKATE WITH 0.
450
450
450
440
400
LKTER RIVE:: LEVE L (NM) 27.00  !HAIRS ALA)
390
DATA FOR KELMUNT - ANY RECOVERY ?
ENTER 0  FOR "NO "
1 FUR "YES"
0
ENTER CURRENT R IVER  LEVEL ( h )
190 •
ENTER RIVEK LEVEL  M O  30 .00 hOURS  Au u
210
DATA Fut.( bYTON - ANY RECO VERY ?
ENTER 0 FOR "Nu "
1 FOR "YES"
0
ENTER CURRENT RIVER LEVEL (NA)
320
ENTER RIVER  LEVE L ( 0M) 21.00 nuOR S AUU
320
DATA FOR SUTTS bk - A li Y RE C0VERY ?
ENT ER 0 Foil "NO "
1 FUK "YE S "
ENT ER CURRENT R IVER LEVEL (DM)
250
ENT ER RIVER  LEVE L ( AM) 24 .00 /M ilts .U30
150
UATA EOR H I LLY - AA ,  REco VENi ?
ENTLR 0 FOR  "::0 "
1 Fu R "YL S"
0
3 3
l  I V L A
DATA FOR CROSHONT - ANY RECOVERY ?
ENT EA 0 FO R "NO "
1 FOR "YES"
0
ENT ER CURRENT R IVER LEVEL (MM)
300
ENTER RIVER LEVEL (nM) 9.00 HOURS  AGE
300
UATA FOR REDiskool, - ANY RECOVERY ?
E.;;TER U FUR "NO "
I FOR "YE's"
0
ENTER CURRENT R IVER LEVEL  ( RI)
340
REuRROOK NA W RAL IZEU  FLOW  - Cut:RENT 10 .276
- 72-noUR AHEAD FORECA ST 10 .092
34  •
N ote - R elbroolc 90..) at 11 .00 on  2:106.1 %1 'duos  16 1 8 con'ets  but
the icxeca* c.. ci 10.0q cverecs  rwA  exceeded onta atout  fl oc) on Z2A u:Sa l .
•Su
ENT Eh RI VEN  LLVE E  C i O  43.00 hUun S  :tut)
80
EATA r UR LUut:ARd i - RNY R: C0 V:. RY ?
*EVI L ( 0 FUR " Mi "
1 f UR " 'i L S "
1.:4T ER CUNAL:41. K LVL I. L. !. VL L
i o0
E2.TER RIVER LEVEL 2/.0u h ULKS AUU
3o0
OATA FoR TAFO LUG - ANY  RECOVERY ?
ENTER 0 FOR "NO " 0
l FUR "YLS"
0 0
ENTER CURRENT h IVER LEVEL (W O
130 0
ENT ER RIVER LEVEL  ( NM 6 . 00 HOURS  AGO
130 0
STAT ION UUNOW 4 4ow oFUT QU6 1 2 i
•
•
LERW
4 LRWOo D 1.169 2 .40u 3.06.1 1.149 I.U9 7 U .2 14 U .L,Z3 O. 15.0
6 /SEL:40NT 2.025 4.39/ J.0 10 1.J2 7 3.063 0 . U. 6 . 42.0 40
6 DUTT S bi: 0 .537 1.446 1.440 0.529 0.912 0 . U. 0 . 2 1.0
10 LUGWAAu1 0 .063 1.667 1.67o 0.060 1.44u 0 .35) 0 . 0 . 4).0 410
12 YARkitILL U. U . u. U . U. ;). U . 0 . 45.0
14 GRO SMo NT 0 .690 0.792 0.736 0 .646 0 . 0 90 0 . O. U. 6 3.0  0
LIM ITED b Y  MA ST Lk kECESSIUk EU 0 . 710
15 RE06N00K 2.675 10 .276 10.0 92 2.457 5.0 1U I.u 76 U. 0 ./49 72 .0 0
'•
